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PAJCCI Perspective
Respected Readers,
We appreciate your feedback provided on our previous newsletters. We are trying our level best to
utilize this newsletter as a platform to update our respected members on different activities and also
provide avenues for cross-border interaction.
Since its establishment in February 2012, PAJCCI is aggressively pursuing its goal to ensure B2B linkages
between the business communities across the border. The exchange of delegation, B2B and matchmaking sessions, circulation of trade and business opportunities and annual conferences have become
very vital avenues in enhancement of bi-lateral ties between the two neighboring countries.
As reported in our last newsletter that to further develop the baseline for improvement in trade and
investment between the two countries, first Joint Business Perception Survey was initiated followed by
an Annual Conference in Islamabad in January 2013. The conference provided a forum for discussion
and exchange of ideas for the political leadership, economic decision makers and the international
development partners. The conference was very well-received and presenters from across the border
deliberated on the issues of common concerns and showed keen interest in resolving the same. The
conference booklet and details were shared with all concerned.
PAJCCI continues to participate at different forums like Grand IT Exhibition held in Khyber
Pakhtoonkhwa, 9th Health Asia Exhibition - Karachi, 10th My Karachi 2013 event of Karachi Chamber of
Commerce & Industry etc. for better networking and membership enhancement.
Advisory role of PAJCCI is now well established where both Chapters under leadership of President
and Co-President ensures settlement of critical issues amongst the business entities across the border.
Similarly coordination with ministries, custom officials and related consulates / embassies is increasing
whereby they also facilitate resolution of issues. In recent past, several SROs were issued resolving
problems of business community upon intervention of PAJCCI. US embassy, USAID and British High
Commission are also very keenly following-up PAJCCI's activities in this context.
PAJCCI has been contacted by several chambers for collaboration and other international embassies
to have tri-partite arrangements. In this context, PAJCCI has launched its institutional membership as a
first step, whereby any chamber which is willing to become institutional member of the chamber can
apply. This would facilitate members of those respective chambers to participate in different activities
of PAJCCI across the border by becoming its members.
We hope that this newsletter will help us in receiving feedback and support from our readers, whom
PAJCCI views as its partners in progress.
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PAJCCI News in Brief
T1 Form / CBC Certificate for the Release of Insurance Guarantee
After successful Economic Cooperation Conference and Call-On meeting of PAJCCI with H.E.
Prime Minister in first week of January 2013, Mr. Muhammad Zubair Motiwala, President
PAJCCI actively advocated for the issues related to 3000 stranded containers of Afghan
Transit Trade at Karachi Port. He did several meetings and telephonic discussion with
Chairman FBR and Secretary, Ministry of Commerce to get the issue resolved. The notification
accepting T1 form as replacement to GD in favor of Afghan traders was issued by the officials in
January 2013. The circular was floated to all concerned and is also available online at:
http://pajcci.com/Downloads/PAJCCI-DTT-03-2013-SUBMISSION-T1-FORM.pdf
Visit of Mr. Ahmadullah Afghan, Executive Director PAJCCI-Afghan Chapter
Mr. Ahmadullah Afghan visited Karachi on March 11-12, 2013. The purpose of his visit was to
discuss program progress and budget allocation of year 2. He met Mr. Muhammad Zubair
Motiwala and Mr. Junaid Makda to discuss future strategies and also visited Secretariat for
observing operations and work culture at Pakistan Chapter. Along with Ms. Faiza, Secretary
General he visited CIPE-Pakistan and met Mr. Hammad Siddiqui and also met Consular
Afghanistan Consulate General at Karachi to discuss difficulties associated with extension of
Multiple Entry Visit Visa to Pakistan businesses which is still a pending matter.

Call-On Meeting by Consul General of United States to Mr. Muhammad Zubair
Motiwala
A call-on meeting by Consul General of US in Karachi, H.E. Michael Dodman to Chairman Sindh
Board of Investment and President PAJCCI was held in office of Sindh Board of Investment at
Karachi on March 25, 2013. Mr. Motiwala also invited Secretary General PAJCCI to deliberate
upon efforts of PAJCCI since its inception and to also seek support of USAID under US
Ambassador's Fund to launch Interactive Series of Workshop on “Promotion of
Entrepreneurship through capitalizing Bi-Lateral Trade Opportunities between Pakistan &
Afghanistan”.
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Meeting between PAJCCI Afghan Chapter and delegation of British High
Commission (BHC)
On Wednesday, 27 March, 2013 the meeting was held between PAJCCI Afghan Chapter
and British High Commission. PAJCCI was represented by Mr. Ahmadullah Afghan Executive Director, Mr. Naqibullah Safi - Membership Manager and Mr. Mohammad Javid
- Finance Manager, whereas BHC team included Mr. Criss, Secretary for Afghanistan and
Ms. Jesseca, Second Political Secretary. Mr. Atiqullah Nusrat, COO - Afghanistan
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ACCI) was also present in the meeting.
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss future program plans of PAJCCI and financial
system recommendations derived out of CIPE Audit. Ms. Jesseca also conducted an
independent audit of PAJCCI on behalf of British High Commission whereby Executive
Director discussed and defended all items in a satisfactory manner.
Mr. Atiqullah Nusrat highly applauded performance of PAJCCI and emphasized on the
importance of this unique chamber in enhancement of bilateral ties. He assured full
support from ACCI (Afghanistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry) and deliberated
that PAJCCI has established itself as an independent entity for the development of
bilateral trade and transit across the border in a very short span of time.
Round Table Conference by USAID Pakistan and representation of PAJCCI
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Ms. Faiza, Secretary General participated in Round Table Conference on March 29th, 2013
organized by USAID in Karachi on behalf of President PAJCCI, Mr. Zubair Motiwala. She
shared with them the concept behind establishment of this Chamber, its work profile, its
efforts to strengthen bilateral ties between Pakistan and Afghanistan. She also informed
them about APTTA resolutions attained during PAJCCI's 3rd board meeting and
deliberated upon challenges faced and how USAID can play vital role in ensuring
development and enhancement of bilateral ties between the two countries in
collaboration with PAJCCI. Ms. Faiza also submitted draft proposal to Mr. Geoffrey Minott,
Deputy Economic Growth and Agriculture, seeking support of USAID under US
Ambassador's Fund to launch Interactive Series of Workshop on “Promotion of
Entrepreneurship through capitalizing Bi-Lateral Trade Opportunities between Pakistan &
Afghanistan”.

Meeting with H.E. Mr. Sher Ali Jononov, Ambassador of the Republic of
Tajikistan
Ms. Faiza, Secretary General met H.E. Mr.
Sher Ali Jononov, Ambassador of the
Republic of Tajikistan in May 2013 in
Islamabad. She deliberated upon common
business grounds, exhibition and delegation
between the two countries. It was also
discussed that this opportunity will be further
discussed with Board members in upcoming
meetings so that future course of action may
be devised.
PAJCCI's representation in “Grand IT
Exhibition” organized by KPIT Board in
Peshawar on May 28-30, 2013
PAJCCI's booth was set-up at the “Grand IT
exhibition” to tap the potential in IT industry
more specifically with reference to
Afghanistan. It was an effective networking
event that helped improve the image of
PAJCCI and to develop profile of business
opportunities available across the border in
this sector.
Launch of Institutional Membership
It was agreed to offer Institutional membership to chambers interested to collaborate
with PAJCCI, whereby they can acquire membership and the benefit would be passed
on to their respective members if they would want o acquire membership of PAJCCI.
PAJCCI has been contacted by several chambers for collaboration and other
international embassies to have tri-partite arrangements. In this context, PAJCCI
agreed to offer Institutional membership to chambers interested to collaborate with
PAJCCI by becoming its institutional member. This would also facilitate members of
those respective chambers in terms of availability of information and trade
opportunities across the border and will open options to participate in different
activities of PAJCCI by becoming its members.
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Vice President-PAJCCI, Engr. Daroo Khan's visit to UK-Pakistan Chamber of
Commerce & Industry (UKPCCI)
In link to visit of President UKPCCI at PAJCCI in
April 2013, Engr. Daroo Khan visited UKPCCI to
meet Mr. Razi Khan during his business trip to
UK for discussing future collaborations
between UKPCCI and PAJCCI. Mr. Razi Khan
assured bringing his delegation to PAJCCI's
B2B activity during September 2013 as a part of
sharing business opportunities with both
Pakistan and Afghanistan and also extended
invitation to PAJCCI for visiting UK as a part of
Trade delegation to explore tri-lateral
opportunities.
Cross-Stuffing of Afghan Transit Export Cargo
An issue was raised pertaining to cross-stuffing and release of Afghan Transit export
cargo consisting of perishable goods that are allowed in APTTA. At the end of Custom, the
difficulty was faced in this context and every now and then approval was sought for
individual items. President PAJCCI in coordination with President KCCI Mr. Haroon Agar
followed-up the matter with DG Transit Trade, as a result of which the matter was resolved
and confirmation was issued by the FBR. The circular was floated to all concerned and is
also available online at: http://pajcci.com/Downloads/PAJCCI-DTT-022013%20Cross%20Stuffing%20of%20Afghan%20Transit%20Export%20Cargo.pdf
Mr. Junaid Makda's participation in Dubai Conference
Mr. Junaid Makda, Director Finance participated in an Investment Conference held in
Dubai, where Pak-Afghan relations were also discussed in detail. Mr. Makda elaborated
on achievements of PAJCCI in ensuring the stability and strengthening of bilateral
relations and established that such conference may also be facilitated by USAID and US
Embassy for Pakistan and Afghanistan business community to acquire desired advantage
in tapping the mutual opportunities. PAJCCI's role was greatly appreciated by the related
officials in improving the image and working relation across the border.
Information and Opportunities sharing with Members
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PAJCCI is acting as a hub between both the countries to disseminate information of
among the members. PAJCCI is circulating all related SROs, Circulars, Notices, details of
upcoming events - exhibitions seminar and available opportunities in Pakistan and
Afghanistan via emails and also through SMS service.

PAJCCI was seen as a benchmark for
establishing Pak-German Joint Chamber
March 28, 2013
H.E. Dr. Tilo Klinner, Consul General Federal Republic of Germany along with Ms. Shazia
Shaikh, Trade and Economic Officer of the Consulate General of the Federal Republic of
Germany visited PAJCCI Pakistan chapter to discuss opportunity to establish PakGerman Joint Chamber on the same lines as that of PAJCCI on March 28, 2013. He was
welcomed by Mr. Junaid Makda, Director along with Ms. Faiza, Secretary General and Syed
Mairaj Ahmad, Business Development Manager.
Ms. Faiza elaborated on the background of establishment of this unique Chamber and
objectives of this entity to facilitate bi-lateral trade between the two nations. She shared
success story of PAJCCI since its inception in February 2012 under visionary leadership of
Mr. Muhammad Zubair Motiwala, President and Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai, Co-President. Dr.
Klinner showed immense interest in Chamber's achievements in form of reciprocal trade
delegation between the two countries, business perception trade survey, Economic
Cooperation Conference and PAJCCI's effective role in the area of advocacy pertaining to
Afghan Transit Trade specifically. He also acknowledged interest of both Turkey and
Tajikistan in PAJCCI to have tripartite engagements with them for better regional cooperation and enhanced economic activities.
Mr. Makda voiced the concern that it is vital for this Chamber to receive support and
feedback from all esteemed entities like German Consulate in order to strengthen the
regional block. He also elaborated upon the opportunities available for doing business
and trading in Afghanistan and identified from Consul General regarding the possibility of
joint co-operation between Pakistan, Afghanistan and Germany in near future. Dr. Klinner
assured that formation of Pak-German Joint Chamber will further strengthen the business
ties between the business community of the
two countries and established that it is
important to have collaboration with PAJCCI in
this context in form of joint endeavors,
participation in Investment Conferences and
Trade Delegation to Germany that are planned
as future activities.
Dr. Klinner also extended invitation to Director
PAJCCI for a meeting to further discuss this
opportunity along with President PAJCCI and
assured full support in strengthening the
relationship between Pakistan, Afghanistan
and Germany.
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President UKPCCI invites PAJCCI to visit UK
April 29, 2013
Mr. Razi Khan, President UK-Pakistan Chamber of Commerce & Industry (UKPCCI) visited
Mr. Muhammad Zubair Motiwala, President PAJCCI in order to discuss strengthening of
bilateral ties between the two countries through the platform of PAJCCI and UKPCCI. Mr.
Junaid Makda, Director PAJCCI, Ms. Faiza, Secretary General PAJCCI and Mr. Faisal
Khan, GSL South Asia were also present at the meeting.
Mr. Motiwala elaborated on the background of establishment of this unique Chamber and
objectives of this entity to facilitate bi-lateral trade between the two nations. He also
briefed about initiatives taken by PAJCCI in a short span of time and informed Mr. Razi
regarding achievement of PAJCCI in amicably resolving issues related to APTTA which
were pending since long between the two countries. With the foresight to sort out concerns
of business communities across the border, the board in its meeting unanimously agreed
on 8 most important resolutions which were also presented as a joint document in the
APTTCA meeting held in October 2012.
Mr. Razi showed immense interest in Chamber's achievements in form of reciprocal trade
delegation between the two countries, business perception trade survey, Economic
Cooperation Conference and PAJCCI's effective role in the area of advocacy pertaining to
Afghan Transit Trade specifically. He also acknowledged interest of both Turkey and
Tajikistan in PAJCCI to have tripartite engagements with them for better regional cooperation and enhanced economic activities.
Mr. Razi stated that Pakistan has immense potentials and effective plans and policies but
the issues are faced at the execution or implementation level. He believed that there are
lots of untapped opportunities available in Afghanistan and UK would like to collaborate
with PAJCCI in order to penetrate in this unexploited segment. He further stated that areas
may be identified where British companies can penetrate, in both Pakistan and
Afghanistan, to obtain mutual benefits.
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Mr. Motiwala elaborated on available opportunities in Afghanistan specifically in the field
of construction; cement and allied material, fresh fruits and its processing, minerals and
mining etc. Mr. Razi focused that issue with both the countries is pertaining to the
perception and negative image as unsecured zones otherwise the trade potential is
immense. Mr. Motiwala sought that triangular governmental interaction between UK,
Pakistan and Afghanistan is highly required to establish confidence in the business
community.
Mr. Motiwala as Chairman Sindh Board of investment (SBoI) also elaborated on the
available investment opportunities in Sindh where UK companies can invest or can do joint
ventures for mutual benefits.
Mr. Razi extended invitation to President PAJCCI for a meeting during his visit to UK to
further discuss opportunities of collaboration for strengthening the relationship between
UK, Pakistan and Afghanistan.

Co President PAJCCI met Chief Executive Pak World Trade & Expo Centre
Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai, Co-President met Mr. M. Khurshid Barlas, Chief Executive - Pak
World Trade & Expo Centre and also vice chairman Fairs & Exhibition committee of
Rawalpindi chamber of commerce & Industries in May 2013.
The meeting was held between PAJCCI Mr. Khan Jan Alokozay CO-president of PAJCCI ,
Ahmadullah Afghan Chief Executive Director of PAJCCI with on May 2013 in Pakistan
Afghanistan Joint chamber of commerce & Industries office, & ACCI foreign Affairs
Director Mr.Abdul Qadir Bahaman an also was present in the meeting.
Mr.Khan jan Alokoazay Co-president PAJCCI elaborated that fairs and exhibitions are
basically a target opportunity for achieving trade objectives. Exhibition is to generate new
business, it is also designed to maintain the confidence and loyalty of our existing
customers so be sure not to neglect them. If done properly and efficiently, exhibition
follow-up can make exhibitions one of the most cost-effective marketing tools fairs and
exhibitions are basically a target opportunity for achieving our trade objectives.
Finally Mr. Alokozay said arranging and holding such evens in both countries will increase
the bi lateral Trade between Afghanistan & Pakistan
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PAJCCI as an intermediary to enhance
tri-lateral trade relations between
Pakistan, Afghanistan and Russia
May 09, 2013
The intention to strengthen ties between Russia and Pakistan using the platform of PAJCCI
was discussed in a called on meeting between H.E Andrey V. Demidov, Consul General,
Consulate General of the Russian Federation and Mr. Muhammad Zubair Motiwala,
President PAJCCI. Mr. Junaid Makda, Director, Mr. Dmitry Bondarenko, Attache, Russian
Consulate Karachi, Ms. Faiza, Secretary General, PAJCCI and Syed Mairaj Ahmad,
Business Development Manager were also present in the meeting.
Mr. Motiwala elaborated on the background of establishment of this unique Chamber and
objectives of this entity to facilitate bi-lateral trade between the two nations. He also
briefed about initiatives taken by PAJCCI in a short span of time and informed Consul
General regarding achievement of PAJCCI in amicably resolving issues related to APTTA
which were pending since long between the two countries. With the foresight to sort out
concerns of business communities across the border, the board in its meeting
unanimously agreed on 8 most important resolutions which were also presented as a joint
document in the APTTCA meeting held in October 2012.
Mr. Demidov showed immense interest in Chamber's achievements in form of developing
mutual business between the two countries, using PAJCCI's membership database and
expertise to increase business from Pakistan by transiting through CIS countries to Russia.
He also acknowledged interest of both Turkey and Tajikistan in PAJCCI to have tripartite
engagements with them for better regional co-operation and enhanced economic
activities.
In response to Mr. Junaid Makda's question regarding strengthening the regional trading
block, Mr. Demidov showed interest in exploring common landscape between PakAfghan and Russia to develop strong regional trading capabilities and assured sharing of
pertinent information and business opportunities with PAJCCI. He believed that there are
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lots of untapped opportunities available in Pakistan & Afghanistan which shall benefit CIS
countries and more specifically Russia. In this context, he showed intention to collaborate
with PAJCCI in order to penetrate in this unexploited segment for greater economic
benefit for all stakeholders.
Mr. Motiwala elaborated on available opportunities in Pakistan & Afghanistan specifically
in the field of construction and allied material; textile; fresh fruits and its processing;
minerals and mining etc. and suggested H.E. Consul General to identify opportunities of
potential business available in Russia which can be tapped by PAJCCI's members for
mutual benefits. Mr. Motiwala sought that triangular businessmen interaction between
Russia, Pakistan and Afghanistan is highly required to establish confidence in the business
community across the countries.
Mr. Motiwala extended invitation to H.E. Mr. Andrey V. Demidov for further meeting to
discuss opportunities of collaboration for strengthening the relationship between Russia,
Pakistan and other CIS countries using the route of Afghanistan.

5th PAJCCI Pakistan Chapter Meeting
on May 29, 2013
Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Chamber of Commerce & Industry (PAJCCI) had its 5th
Pakistan Chapter Board Meeting on May 29, 2013 in Karachi. During the meeting, the board
deliberated upon issues pertaining to Afghan Transit Trade and challenges faced by
Pakistani exporters while transacting with Afghanistan and also discussed strategies to
resolve those concerns on immediate basis from the platform of PAJCCI. The board also
decided to acquire membership of International Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(ICCI) for better representation of bi-lateral concerns between Pakistan and Afghanistan.
The board also reviewed current membership status of PAJCCI and discussed strategies
to further increase the strength through provision of effective services to the members.
The performance of PAJCCI's regional offices both at Chaman and Peshawar was also
discussed and proposals were shared to further improve their functioning.
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The President showed immense concern over harassment of Customs Clearing,
Forwarding and Border Agents in case of NATO Forces Containers Scandal. The Chamber
also decided to contact Ministry of Commerce, Federal Board of Revenue, Federal Tax
Ombudsman, NAB and other relevant officials in this context and has sought Government
of Pakistan to take PAJCCI on board in the process of inquiries pertaining to this Scandal.
The matter was gravely discussed in during the meeting chaired by Mr. Muhammad Zubair
Motiwala, President PAJCCI in presence of Engr. Daroo Khan Achakzai, Vice President
and other Directors including Mr. Junaid Makda, Mr. Jawaid Bilwani, Mr. A.Q. Khalil, Mr.
Talat Mahmood, Mr. Zia Sarhadi, Haji Hameedullah, Haji Abdul Quyyum Kakar, President
of KCCI Mr. Haroon Agar and President of KPCCI Dr. Yousaf M. Sarwar, Secretary General
Ms. Faiza Nasir and Business Development Manager Syed Mairaj Ahmad.

Mr. Muhammad Zubair Motiwala expressed the intent to further strengthen bi-lateral
trade relations between the two countries and confirmed immediate actions in this
context. He further elaborated that business communities across the border will be kept
on board in this process of development and further facilitation would be extended from
the platform of PAJCCI. He also assured to raise voice from this platform to help resolve
issues and grievances of the business community across the border.
Mr. Motiwala also discussed invitation extended to PAJCCI by H.E. Mr. Sher Ali Jononov,
Ambassador of Tajikistan to visit Tajikistan with a delegation in June 2013 to develop
mutual business ties between Pakistan, Afghanistan and Tajikistan.
The Board also met Mr. Mohammad Nasir Mayar, Deputy Commercial Attache of
Afghanistan in Pakistan and discussed the difficulties faced by PAJCCI Pakistan members
in acquiring Multiple Visit Visa to Afghanistan as reciprocity. Mr. Mayar assured full
support in this matter and communicated that the matter will be discussed by his office
with the relevant authorities in Afghanistan for the resolution of this item on an urgent
basis.
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PAJCCI delegation met Pakistan
Ambassador- Kabul to deliberate
upon enhancement of bilateral ties
June 20, 2013
The meeting was held between PAJCCI delegation and H.E. Ambassador of Pakistan in
Kabul. The PAJCCI delegation was led by Co-President, Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai including Mr.
Mohammad Yonass Momand, Vice President and Mr. Ahmadullah Afghan, Executive
Director- PAJCCI Afghan Chapter. H.E. Mr. Mohammad Sadiq, Pakistan Ambassador in
Kabul and Mr. Khurshid Marwat, Commercial Counselor represented Pakistan Embassy in
Kabul.
The meeting was held at Ambassador House whereby the promotion of bilateral trade and
issues faced by business community across the border were deliberated. Mr. Khan Jan
Alkozai elaborated that trading is extremely important and beneficial link for both the
countries but trade balance is deteriorating due to challenges faced by the traders at both
the sides. It is vital that these matters may be discussed on table and should be resolved on
immediate basis to strengthen ties between the two nations.
Mr. Alkozai also discussed several issues faced by Afghan traders in Pakistan that needs
immediate attention. Whereas, he also brought into notice of Ambassador the facilitation
being provided by PAJCCI-Afghan chapter to traders and businessmen from Pakistan in
Afghanistan.
In context of political and security conditions in Afghanistan, Co-President regretted delay
in holding “Made in Pakistan” exhibition planned in the quarter and established that they
are in constant coordination with the organizers and are planning to hold the same in
upcoming quarter as this definitely provides avenue to businesses from both the sides to
explore mutual opportunities. He further requested Ambassador to facilitate
businessmen of Afghanistan also on the same lines and arrange for trade delegation from
Afghanistan to visit Pakistan and participate in related exhibitions.
H.E. Ambassador appreciated role of PAJCCI in building the bridge between businesses
across the border and voicing their related concerns for resolution. He established his
confidence in the performance of this entity and ensured full support from his office.
Mr. Ahmadullah Afghan requested Pakistani embassy to issue multiple entry visa with
exemption of police registration for Afghan traders. In this context, Ambassador assured
that Pakistan embassy will facilitate traders especially recommended by PAJCCI Afghan
chapter by issuing the visa with exemption of police registration.
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Visit of BHC Deputy Director of
West Asia at PAJCCI Afghanistan chapter
June 23, 2013
Ms. Pauline Haye's, BHC Deputy Director of West Asia visited PAJCCI Afghan Chapter for a
meeting with Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai, Co-president and to discuss future strategies of
PAJCCI in consolidating bilateral ties. Mr. Ahmadullah Afghan, Executive Director - PAJCCI
Afghan Chapter and Mr. Tawfiq Dawari, Deputy of Afghanistan Chamber of Commerce
and Industry were also present at the meeting.
Both the sides discussed matters pertaining to economic integration, related
infrastructure and trade facilitation, conditions on border posts in context of the whole
region with special focus on Pakistan. Mr. Alkozai elaborated that significant business
opportunities exists between the two countries and PAJCCI is playing pivotal role in
bringing the business communities and traders across the border closer. PAJCCI is also
ensuring resolution of important issues that may be hampering the trade between the two
countries.
He also informed Ms. Pauline regarding visit of Afghan delegation to Pakistan in January
2013 whereby the meetings were held with higher officials in Pakistan along with a call-on
meeting with H.E. Prime Minister of Islamic Republic of Pakistan. During the meeting,
matters of immense urgency were discussed and facilitation was sought from the Prime
Minister in resolving the issues at Port. During the visit, delegation also participated in an
Annual Conference of PAJCCI and was engaged in B2B meetings with the business
community in Pakistan. Also meetings were held in context of resolving pressing issues
related to transit trade with specific reference to APTTA 2010.

Mr. Alkozai elaborated that PAJCCI is ensuring successful working relationship across the
border in a congenial manner and have shown progress in a very short span of time.
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PAJCCI Executive Board Meeting
July 6, 2013
The Executive Board meeting of Pakistan Afghanistan Joint Chamber of Commerce & Industry
(PAJCCI) was held on Saturday, July 6th, 2013
President expressed satisfaction over the performance of Chamber and stated that PAJCCI is
proceeding forward and even though initial 6 months was just incubation period but now the
pace is fast and PAJCCI has achieved major landmarks in the last quarter. He believed that this
body will surely achieve the desired results for which it was formed.
Mr. Zeeshan Ibrahim, Commercial Attache and Mr. Nasir Mayar, Deputy Commercial Attache
Afghan Consulate, Karachi also joined the meeting to show support from Afghan consulate
towards the cause of PAJCCI. During the meeting, the matter related to issuance of multiple
entry visa for Pakistani businessmen was greatly emphasized. It was mentioned that this is
one of the most of services expected from PAJCCI by its members.
Co-President PAJCCI acknowledged that they are not facing difficulties related to visa and
also on President PAJCCI's recommendation this time they were even exempted from Police
certificate / report. He stated that PAJCCI- Kabul Board of Directors conducted a meeting with
Minster and Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, and discussed the issue of business visa for
Pakistanis traders. They ensured resolution of this matter. In this context, he has also
presented this issue to the Committee of Economic Affairs - Afghanistan for prompt
resolution.
President PAJCCI reiterated that Foreign Affairs Ministry Afghanistan should approve
multiple entry visit visa specifically for PAJCCI members as it is evident that there may be
political limitations but PAJCCI is a non-political organization and business members of
PAJCCI must be facilitated accordingly. Co-President assured that this is his stance as well
and once it will be issued as an official letter all ambiguities will be cleared. The Commercial
Attache also assured his full support and stated that his office will also coordinate with
Ministry of Foreign Affairs Afghanistan for expediting the resolution of this matter.
During the meeting, it was also resolved that PAJCCI will launch its Attestation service for the
members which was not part of its services portfolio. Co-President reinforces that the
applicant should be member only and other general applicants should not be entertained.
President further added that if Afghan member requires attestation then he should have
written endorsement or verification from the related Chapter or associated Chamber. The fee
for this service would be $50 (converted in local currency accordingly.)
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In the meeting, upcoming trade delegation visit from Afghanistan and PAJCCI's participation
in Expo Pakistan exhibition in September 2013 was also discussed. The planning was done as
to how B2B and networking meeting would be organized for the delegation. It was also
mentioned that delegation of UKPCCI also showed keen interest in participating in PAJCCI's
event.

It was also deliberated that second delegation of the year from Pakistan will visit
Afghanistan in December 2013 and an Annual Conference of PAJCCI will also be held
along with. For that matter, second trade survey would be initiated by PAJCCI in upcoming
quarter.
The launch of Pushto version of PAJCCI's official website, printing of Trade survey in four
languages and participation in upcoming APTTCA meeting in Kabul were also deliberated
and strategizing was done accordingly.
Mr. Zeeshan Ibrahim, Commercial highly accredited role of PAJCCI and established that
problems exist due to coordination lack between important entities therefore they
proposed formation of the committee including custom officials and DGs from both the
sides who should meet on frequent basis to resolve the issues at the point of origin. He also
recommended that PAJCCI representatives from each side may also be added to the
committee.
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PAJCCI's participation in
10th My Karachi Event by KCCI
July 5-7, 2013
PAJCCI is playing instrumental role in cementing the bilateral relations between the
business community across the border, despite existing political upheavals and sensitive
socio-cultural issues. This was stated by Co-President PAJCCI, Mr. Khan Jan Alkozoi while
visiting PAJCCI booth with Afghan delegation at “10th My Karachi Event” organized by KCCI
at Expo Center, Karachi.

The Afghan delegation was led by Co-President PAJCCI, Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai along with
Mr. M. Yonass Mohmand, Vice President, PAJCCI-Afghanistan, Haji Nizamuddin
Tajzadda, Director, Mr. Ahmadullah Afghan, Executive Director and Mr. Naqibullah Safi,
Deputy Executive Director.
Mr. A.Q. Khalil, Director, PAJCCI- Pakistan Chapter welcomed the delegation from
Afghanistan at PAJCCI booth on behalf of Mr. Muhammad Zubair Motiwala, President
PAJCCI. A.Q. Khalil briefed about the immense progress of PAJCCI, under visionary
leadership of Zubair Motiwala, in the short span of time and ensured that in future the bond
between the business communities would be significantly enhanced. He also raised
importance of holding joint exhibition related to business investment opportunities across
the border in both Afghanistan and Pakistan in order to attain the desired economic
results.
The delegation also visited other stalls at the exhibition and was enthralled with the
response shown by business community of Pakistan at the PAJCCI kiosk at the event. Ms.
Faiza, Secretary General also briefed about the response and interest of business
community and presented PAJCCI profile to the delegates.
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Earlier the delegation was received by Mr. Shamim Ahmed Firpo, SVP along with Mr. Nasir
Mehmood, VP and other members of the Managing Committee on behalf of President
KCCI, Mr. Haroon Agar.
Mr. Khan Jan Alkozai, Co- President, PAJCCI appreciated the way KCCI has conducted this
exhibition by bringing together business community from across the globe. He further
established that next year, Afghani exhibitors will be in majority at this esteemed
exhibition and also announced that the same platform will be provided to Pakistani
businessmen in Afghanistan.
Mr. Shamim Ahmed Firpo, SVP-KCCI reinforced that transactional business must be
replaced with partnerships between the two countries for the greater good and long-term
relationship. He further acknowledged that efforts of PAJCCI especially in enhancing the
trade links between the two countries is commendable and showed conviction that both
the countries would be able to enhance their trade volume through this platform.
Mr. Junaid Makda extended vote of thanks to the delegation and apprised them about
PAJCCI's future plans to eradicate existing bottlenecks that hamper the business
communities across the border in effectively conducting their business across the border.
The Afghan delegation expressed pleasure on the support extended by PAJCCI-Pakistan
and most importantly was impressed by the hospitality of office bearers of KCCI and
hoped that events like such surely portrays the real image of Pakistan and most
specifically of Karachi, the hub of business activities in Pakistan.
During the B2B networking activity, several common difficulties were discussed and it was
focussed that appropriate resolutions should be discussed mutually in an amicable
manner. The role of Afghan consulate was reinforced by Mr. Mayar significantly and he
assured support to PAJCCI in this context. He also informed that in order to reach
consensus on certain important issues between the business community across the
border, Afghan Consulate is organizing a meeting in upcoming future in Afghanistan
whereby representatives of PAJCCI from both chapters, KCCI, FBR, Ministry of Commerce
and all other related stakeholders would be invited.
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Mr. Zia Sarhadi and Haji Abdul Quyyum Kakar also deliberated upon issues faced by
traders and other stakeholders in both KPK and Chaman respectively. They also discussed
progress of regional offices of PAJCCI in resolution of the same with the passage of time.
Directors of Pakistan Chapter also present at the event were Mr. Junaid Makda, Mr. Zia
Sarhadi, Haji Hameedullah, Haji Abdul Quyyum Kakar, Mr. Niaz Muhammad (President
Chamber Chamber) along with Ms. Faiza, Secretary General and Syed Mairaj Ahmad,
Business Development Manager. At the occasion, Afghan Consulate in Karachi was
represented by Mr. Abdul Nasir Mayar, Deputy Commercial Attache.
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President PAJCCI expressed strong
concerns over issuance of unjustified
Show Cause Notices to the
Custom House Agents pertaining to
“ISAF Container Scam”
Muhammad Zubair Motiwala, President PAJCCI, expressed grave concern over issuance
of unjustified show cause notices to the Custom House Agents dealing in Afghan Transit
Trade. He established that this matter is greatly affecting hundreds of custom and border
agents and their families, which are harassed continuously during the process. This was
discussed in greater detail with Saifullah Khan, President, Karachi Customs Agents
Association in a meeting with Zubair Motiwala, President PAJCCI; Khan Jan Alkozai, CoPresident PAJCCI; Engr. Daroo Khan, VP PAJCCI and M. Yonass Momand, VP PAJCCI.
Other Directors present at the meeting were A.Q. Khalil, Mr. Junaid Makda, Zia Sarhadi,
Haji Hameedullah, Haji Abdul Quyyum Kakar, Niaz Muhammad (President Chamber
Chamber) and Haji Nizamuddin Tajzadda on July 6, 2013.
Saifullah Khan specified that they are facing immense harassment and are not been given
an opportunity to defend their case appropriately. The agents are willing to clarify their
stance and possess all necessary evidence to defend their positions but they are
extremely disappointed with the process of inquiry wherein their right to defence is
affected. He further stressed that the role of Custom House Agents, especially who deals
in Afghan Transit Trade in the light of Public Notices No. 16/2000 dt. 30-09-2000
(Appraisement) and 05/2003 dt. 06-11-2003 (Port Qasim) is clearly well-defined. As per
these Custom and Public notices, their respective role ends right after custom allows
loading and sealing of goods within the port / terminal premises and later the same is
handed over to the national carrier and customs authority.
It is pertinent to note that there are two type of transportation made for Afghan Transit
Trade: the commercial (Karachi to Chaman/Amangarh) and non-commercial (Karachi to
cross border in Afghanistan). In case of commercial cargo it is possible to complete the
journey within eight days or less time. Majority of the agents that are involved in the inquiry
dealt with Commercial consignments only, therefore clearing agents who have no role in
ISAF missing containers scam should not be made part of the case. It was also discussed
that at the time of pilferage, during 2007-2010, the bonded carriers responsible for the
transportation were Pakistan Railway and National Logistics Cell (NLC) therefore the
inquiry should specifically involve officials of the respective carriers.
Zubair Motiwala mentioned that in connection with the meeting held at Karachi Chamber
of Commerce & Industry and keeping the concerns in view, Muhammad Haroon Agar
(President KCCI) also issued letter to Wajid Ali Durrani, Director General, NAB-Sindh
followed by a subsequent letter written by PAJCCI in this context for immediate resolution
of this grave matter.
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Zubair Motiwala has shown immense concern over harassment of Customs Clearing,
Forwarding and Border Agents in case of NATO Forces Containers Scandal and has urged
Ministry of Commerce, Federal Board of Revenue, Federal Tax Ombudsman, NAB and
other relevant officials in this context and has sought Government of Pakistan to take
immediate notice of the matter in hand and resolve it in an amicable manner. He also
inquired that under which law or clause these show cause notices are being issued,
keeping the inquiries in view.
He further elaborated that business communities across the border will be kept on board
in this process of development and further facilitation would be extended from the
platform of PAJCCI. He also assured to raise voice from this platform to help resolve issues
and grievances of the business community across the border. He further reiterated that
agents may be given proper chance to present their case and related evidences and also
convenience may be ensured to the clearing agents especially from Chaman or Peshawar
who are asked to present themselves for their case at Karachi. This is not only time
consuming but also costly for them apart from the business loss which they are already
incurring. It would therefore be appreciated if they can present their cases at Quetta and
Peshawar respectively.
He further established that PAJCCI represents business community / traders / agents
working across the border and this case is of immense importance to our one of the most
important stakeholders, custom and border clearing agents. It would, therefore, be
appreciated if PAJCCI may be kept in loop or is involved in the process of inquiries
pertaining to this Scandal, ensuring further facilitation.
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PAJCCI actively pursuing its
Consultative role across the border
PAJCCI was established as a platform to establish and strengthen bilateral ties between
the two countries and also to voice concerns of businesses across the border for
resolution. The foremost objective of this unique chamber was to also act as an advisory
and arbitration body in cases where grievances or issues existed at either side. During the
term, PAJCCI has been facilitating different businesses in resolution of their specific
issues along with expressing concerns on general issues effecting transit and bilateral
trade.
Mr. Zubair Motiwala, President PAJCCI interacted with related ministries for getting the
issue resolved related to acceptance of T-1 form as a replacement to GD and issuance of
SRO in context of cross-stuffing and release of Afghan Transit export. Since the meeting
with H.E. Prime Minister in January 2013, the issue of stranded containers at port, strike of
transporters, issues pertaining to bonded carriers and NAB cases against clearing and
forwarding agents were reflected upon by PAJCCI management time and again for the
resolution.
The issues in transit that was hampering business community, especially related to
reserves of liquid gas at Kunduz and Hiratan borders, were solved and discussed by CoPresident with the Director of the Borders during his official visit to Kunduz. Mr. Alkozai, CoPresident later brought this issue in the notice of Economic Committee of Ministers also
and they decided that it will be resolved through APTTA rules and regulations.
On Salang highway, Pakistani transporters were facing immense issues. A meeting was
conducted between PAJCCI delegation and Salang officials in this context whereby it was
assured by the officials that related issues will be resolved and Pakistani transporters will
now be treated as same as Afghani transporters.
The Business Union of Fresh meat and eggs in Afghanistan used to import all the products
wholly from Pakistan initially but unfortunately due to some political and business issues
they were now importing these products from other countries like China, India, Brazil etc. In
this context, all the union members were invited by PAJCCI-Afghan Chapter whereby CoPresident deliberated with them on the challenges faced and assured his support in
resolving them. He also encouraged them to start the import of fresh meat and eggs from
Pakistan again.
The PAJCCI Afghan Board of Directors conducted a meeting with Minster and Deputy
Minister of Foreign Affairs, whereby main issues and problems were discussed across the
border. The critical issue of business visa for Pakistanis traders was also discussed with
them and the official assured that this issue would be resolved sooner and Afghan
embassy will start issuance of multiple entry visa to Pakistani Traders soon.
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During the term, Afghan Chapter also conducted session to collect grievances of
stakeholders with reference to APTTA which were also shared with Ministry of Commerce
Afghanistan for discussing the same in upcoming APTCCA meeting.
Several individual cases were brought under PAJCCI's notice for necessary facilitation.
The issues resulted due to pending financial settlements among the parties, distribution
based matters, trademark issues etc. Those cases included a financial settlement matter
between Yasir Habib Ltd. (Afghan member) and Pyramid Logistics (Pakistan member). The
case was discussed amongst both the parties and PAJCCI Pakistan Secretariat organized
a meeting between the two parties where their issue was resolved. As a result, Pyramid
Logistics took their reservations back from Yasir Habib Ltd which was resulted due to
pending actions against Summit Associates (company based in Afghanistan). In
reciprocity, Co-President ensured his full support to Pyramid Logistics in settling its dues
standing against Summit Associates.
With respect to trademark and distributors issues, case of Elfy Silicone Sealants in
Afghanistan was raised and discussed by Al Nazeer Nippon Chemicals and a similar case
was also raised by English Biscuits Manufacturers. Both parties were heard and were
given relevant suggestions for resolving the matters in a congenial manner.
Another case of Helix Pharma (Pakistan member) and Mr. Abdul Mannan (Afghan
member) is in progress, where meetings of both the involved parties are already
conducted in offices of both President and Co-President for resolution. Both parties have
agreed to proceed for Arbitration by PAJCCI and have submitted their case details to the
panel. The Arbitration meetings will be conducted in Afghanistan and the matter would be
resolved keeping in view perspectives of both the parties.
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